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Controversial call brings
demand for video review

Cody Geddes had a big day at the plate for the Hendu’s

See Video page 2

Mosses first baseman Keith Swenson

STANDINGS

Hendu’s 1-0
Babitt Smackers 1-0

Mesa-Holics 1-1
Mariners Mooses 1-1

SFS 0-2

Sunday Schedule

9:20 am
Smackers vs. Mooses

SFS vs. Hendu’s

1:00 pm
Mesa-Holics vs. Mooses

Hendu’s vs. Smackers

6-0, SFS got two quick outs
when a controversial call left a
Mesa-Holic runner safe at first
base. The Mesa-Holics went on
to score 14 runs before the
inning finally ended.

“If video review was
allowed in these (expletive-
expletive-expletive-expletive)
fantasy camps, we would have
had a great game,” Comstock

Keith Comstock, manager
of the 0-2 SFS squad, made an
impassioned plea following
Saturday afternoon’sA’s/
Mariners Fantasy Camp games
following a controversial call at
first base which Keith said
resulted in “an entirely
different ballgame.”

In the fifth inning of
their afternoon game against
the Mesa-Holics, trailing only
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Mesa-Holics greets the SFS squad after an 18-1 SFS win.

Video ...

said. “We had on video that
Moron Joe out there missed
the call. And it really fouled
us all up. It led to 14 runs, all
with two outs. We’ve got
video all over the place, so
I’m pushing for video right
now. Because it would have
been an entirely different
ballgame. The score
wouldn’t have been 18-1. It
might have been, say, 12-1.”

The unbeaten
Saturday teams were the

Babitt Smackers, managed by
Dallas Braden and Bobby
Crosby, and The Hendu’s,
managed by Shooty Babitt
and Bert Campaneris. The
Smackers handled the Mesa-
Holics 20-7, and The
Hendu’s were 21-9 winners
over the Mariners Mooses.

The Mooses turned in
a 1-1 split as they defeated
SFS in a morning game 22-
13. The Mesa-Holics joined
them with a 1-1 mark.

Holic’s manager Greg
Cadaret shrugged off the

morning loss to the
Smackers. “It’s all about the
playoffs, anyway,” Cadaret
said. “We used some
different guys in the
afternoon, tried to save some
bodies. Tonight, we’ll be
icing from the inside, trying
to live up to the Mesa-holics
reputation.”

“Todaywas a
character-building day,”
Hendu’s manager Shooty
Babitt said. “We were put in
position to get our fortitude

See Video page 2
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The day in pictures...



Video...
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checked and we passed the
test.”

The Mariners Mooses
jumped out to a 6-0 lead in the
top of the first, but the Hendu’s
roared back in the bottom of the
frame with five runs and
overtook the Mooses with six
more in the third. The final was
21-9.
“The maturity and competence
of our team prevailed, and we
built the kind of momentum that
sustained our lead. The result
was a big victory against a very,

very good Mariner team,”
Shooty added with just a touch
of sarcasm.

Bobby Crosby said his
team “absolutely dominated”
the Mesa-Holics.

“To be honest, we knew
we drafted pretty well, but the
best thing about this win was
that everybody contributed.”

Crosby had specific
praise for rookie John Conroy,
who has been mistakenly
identified as John Conway due
to a jersey misprint. Conroy,
Crosby said, “is kind of on a
different planet, which is
amasing. But he came in and

pitched awesome for us and got
some hits.”

He called Dale Skinner
their “biggest surprise.” Skinner
went two for two at the plate
with f ive RBI. Steve Lehmann had
a three for four day with three RBI.
Bryce Fraser was three for four
with three RBI.

Brandon Larson had a big
day for the Mooses, going four for
five with four RBI in the Mooses
two games.

Matt Langseth was seven
for seven with five RBI for the
Mesa-Holics in their games.

Cody Geddes and John
Grinold each went three for four for
the Hendu’s.

.

Gordon Yost tags Dave Cassals in the afternoon game between SFS and Mesa-Holics.


